When you learn you have cancer, the one thing you want to know is, “What is my prognosis?” — meaning, what is the likely outcome? Often, there’s no simple answer. And if you feel like you’re drowning in medical terminology, that’s completely normal.

We talked with oncologist Dale Shepard, MD, PhD, to help sort through the vocabulary that goes along with a cancer diagnosis. His answers may help give you a better understanding of your condition and its outlook.

**Q: What is the difference between cure and remission?**

**A:** Being cured means you undergo treatment and the disease never comes back. The therapy has absolutely taken care of the disease.

We usually put a five-year time frame on that. If you’ve had no recurrence in five years, we consider that cured.

With remission, you’ve had therapy, and the tumor is gone or decreased in size. We have gotten an optimal response, but we don’t know yet whether it will return. Here, we are keeping you under observation and we acknowledge that at some point we may have to treat your disease again.

**Q: What are types of cancer treatments?**

**A:** We offer systemic treatments which include chemotherapy, immunotherapy, targeted treatments and hormonal treatment.

**Q: What are goals of cancer treatment?**

**A:** One is to cure someone of cancer.

Another goal can be to control cancer by shrinking a tumor or preventing the disease from growing or spreading elsewhere in the body.

In clinical trials for solid tumors, the tumor is said to have responded if it shrinks by more than 30 percent. Patients are said to have stable disease if the tumor decreases in size, but by less than 30 percent or if it doesn’t grow more than 20 percent.

Setting expectations is important. Sometimes it’s OK to have a tumor that stays the same size after treatment. While the tumor hasn’t shrunk, it also hasn’t grown.

Many times, we are trying to view cancer as a chronic disease like diabetes or hypertension. If we can control the tumor and symptoms and help people live longer, that is a measure of success.
Q: Are there other terms people need to know to understand their prognosis?

A: Yes. One is response rate, which is the percentage of people whose cancer either shrinks or disappears after treatment. This number can indicate how effective the treatment is and is derived from clinical trials with a large group of people testing the treatment. Keep in mind, however, that your individual response may be different.

Another is overall survival rate. This number represents the percentage of people who survive the cancer over a certain period of time. Again, this is an average and may or may not apply to you.

Q: Is there anything else people should know to better understand their prognosis?

A: Yes. Come to your doctor’s office with a list of questions. You should ask for clarification if you don’t understand something.

Often the first couple of appointments are overwhelming, so it’s helpful to bring someone with you. Your companion can help by taking notes or helping to remember everything that was said.

You should also determine in advance what you want to know and when. In most cases, you don’t have to know everything immediately, and it may take some time to digest your prognosis. Make sure you’re prepared as much as possible for whatever answer you might get.

In addition, ask questions about the stage and type of cancer, possible treatment options, risks and benefits, clinical trials and goals of treatment.

Cleveland Clinic Cancer Center offers services that address the emotional, psychosocial and financial needs of our patients. For more information or additional patient resources, visit clevelandclinic.org/cancersupport or speak with your care team.

This article originally appeared on Cleveland Clinic Health Essentials, health.clevelandclinic.org.